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WHAT HAPPENED IN 2016?



Is hope for a better future disappearing?



THE ERA OF TECHNOLOGICAL 
UNEMPLOYMENT?

World Economic Forum

5m 
JOBSlost across 15 developed nations by 
2020
 

137m
WORKERSacross Cambodia, Indonesia, the 
Philippines, Thailand and Vietnam 
at risk from automization

International Labor Organisation



BACK TO GREAT VS TECHNO-OPTIMISM



Have we experienced something similar before?



ENGELS’ PAUSE

    #NextEra #NextEraLONDON
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1800 2000
MEDIAN WAGES AND LIVING STANDARDS STAGNANT 
AND BY SOME MEASURES THEY HAVE WORSENED. X X

INCOME INEQUALITY HAS CLIMBED. X X
REMARKABLE NEW TECHNOLOGIES SUGGEST THAT THE 
EFFECTS ON THE ECONOMY WILL BE PROFOUND. X X

PEOPLE HAVE NEGATIVE ANTICIPATIONS 
OF THE FUTURE. X X

BACK TO THE FUTURE?



Industrial revolution 
gave rise to most of the 
structures that shape 
our current societies.



• SOCIAL SECURITY SYSTEMS
• WELFARE STATE
• PRIMARY EDUCATION SYSTEM
• URBAN PLANNING
• TRADE UNIONS
• REPRESENTATIVE DEMOCRACY



GROWTH  -   WORK  -  DEMOCRACY 
-   WELLBEING      



Tensions must be resolved before tech can diffuse.

1829 
Steam & railway technology spread 

1847 
Railway panic

1875
Steel, electricity & heavy engineering

1890’s 
Global collapses

Economies of scale
Joint-stock companies 
Repeal of tariff laws

DISRUPTIVE TECHNOLOGIES

New technology disrupts 
paradigms and creates tensions. 
Social benefit goes to the few. “The 
gilded age”

FULL-SCALE DEPLOYMENT

Society finds ways to integrate new 
technology in a way that creates 
widespread social benefits.           “The 
golden age”.

TENSIONS STOP GROWTH

Tensions become hindrance to 
growth.  
Cross-sectoral alliances are 
formed to solve tensions.  

1908
Automobiles and oil are being mass 
produced. 

1929 
Great Crash

Transcontinental rail, steamships 
and telegraphs
Global finance, Gold standard

Interstate highways, five-dollar day, 
public-private-partnerships, welfare 
state, Bretton Woods, IMF, World Bank

1771 
Industrial revolution

1797
Canal panic .

Diffusion of manufacturing with water power, 
development of public companies
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Source: Perez, Carlota. Technological revolutions and financial capital. Edward Elgar Publishing, 2003.



Currently, tensions are hindering digital 
technologies from diffusing to other sectors.

We 
are 

here

1991–1997
World Wide Web
Personal computing
Broadband connections
Mobile comms
Digital business models 

2001-2017
Telecoms crash
Financial crash
Political crisis

DISRUPTIVE TECHNOLOGIES FULL-SCALE DEPLOYMENTTENSIONS STOP GROWTH

The key digital 
technologies and 
service models are 
already here. 

Tensions can only be resolved by 
changing the current roles and 
responsibilities between industries 
and different sectors in society. 

The full scale diffusion of 
the technologies is 
slowed down by societal 
tensions. 
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Can we speed up the 
transformation towards the next era 

of wellbeing?





2018
BASIC INCOME 
EXPERIMENT

20??
“NEXT ERA 

SOCIAL 
CONTRACT”

[EXPERIMENTS + FRAMEWORKS + NEW INSTITUTIONS]



WHAT KIND OF 
NEXT ERA 

DO WE WANT?



What changes related to work?



Segmentations in welfare society during the 
transformation of work



How do we organise work?

Laloux: Reinventing organizations http://www.reinventingorganizations.com/.

http://www.reinventingorganizations.com/


Skills

The 10 most important skills (UK)
1. Judgment & Decision Making
2. Fluency of Ideas
3. Active Learning
4. Learning Strategies
5. Originality
6. Systems Evaluation
7. Deductive Reasoning
8. Complex Problem Solving
9. Systems Analysis
10. Monitoring

The 10 least important skills (UK)
1. Control Precision
2. Static Strength
3. Manual Dexterity
4. Rate Control
5. Peripheral Vision
6. Multilimb Coordination
7. Night Vision
8. Operation and Control
9. Sound Localisation
10. Glare sensitivity

NESTA 2017: The future of skills. Employment in 2030



What is lifelong learning?









Proposed policies



INDUSTRIAL ERA 
INSTITUTIONS

BRIDGING
INSTITUTIONS

NEXT ERA
INSTITUTIONS

Co-produced public services
Sharing economy
Smart city                            
Open data
Experimental governance
UBI
Behavioural insight
Participatory democracy
Open education systems   

Basic education system
Social security
Urban Planning
Political parties
Trade unions
Representative democracy

?

INDUSTRIAL ERA 
INSTITUTIONS

Comprehensive primary 
education

Social security

Urban planning

Trade unions

Representative 
democracy

BRIDGING 
POLICIES

Co-produced public 
services

Sharing economy

Smart cities

Open data

UBI

Participatory democracy

NEXT ERA 
INSTITUTIONS

An operating model that will 
enable continuing long-term 
discussion about the future 
of work



What changes related to work?



Bridging policies related to work



Employer-Employer Relationships and Organizations
Clarification of platform regulation
State and local authorities to strongly support the use of platforms in their own workforce needs

Contents, Practices and Places of Work
Employees' representation in the boards of larger companies
Linking meaningful work and productivity with different measure

Skills
Artificial intelligence to help identify and complement skills
Instead of anticipating needed skills, the emphasis of higher education to theoretical basic skills and meta-skills
The graduates' relationship with their higher education institutions to be life-long and based on learning
Employees to be taxed on reduncies (or obliged to provide training) 
A career account / training voucher for people over the age of 35
Higher education degree programs for working people
Linkings means tested unemployment benefit to an obligation to study

Livelihood
Extension of the basic income experiment in 2019
Creation of activation incentives for people in working age for study and volunteering
Eliminating barriers to automating work tasks
Redirecting pay support for human-interaction-related work

Significance of the work
Supporting the voluntary part-time work of parents
Supporting citizens debate on the future of work and digital application
Changing the political paradigm of work from competitiveness to more a more pluralistic view

Bridging 
policies



Next Era of work institutions are 
created via: 

An operating model that will 
enable continuing long-term 

discussion and experimentation 
on future of work.



Step 1 
What: Define the long-term vision and broad objectives of the change 
phenomenon
How: By utilizing existing methods of foresight and by citizens participation 
methods.

Step 2 
What: The Vision is operationalized into policy goals and related experiments
How: A government program to include experiments on work-related themes.

Step 3 
What: Conducting quantitavite and Qualitative Experiments
How: Work-related experiments can be used to formulate a "Work Experiment 
Program". The "Design for Government" model recommended by the Council can 
be used as a guideline for ministries to carry out experiments.

Step 4 
What: Experiments will be evaluated and policy recommendations made
How: The ministry overseeing the experiments may make recommendations for 
action in the near future, but also recommendations for implementing new 
experiments

 Model for 
Continuing

Policy 
creation.



What is left out 
when talking about 
the future of work?



Climate change and post-fossil society



Global immigration



Assumptions about digitalisation

“Data is the new oil”

“Artificial intelligence is the new electricity”

“Internet of Things is the new nervous system”

What happens when the power runs out 
and nerves break?



Focus on long-term vs. short term?


